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Abstract 

Cloud computing is environment which enables convenient, efficient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. Cloud is kind of 

centralized database where many organizations/clients store their data, retrieve data and possibly modify data. 

Here security is the main aspect to be dealt with.  In this article, we focus on cloud storage security in two ways, 

which has always been important feature of quality of service. To ensure the correctness of users datain the cloud, 

we suggest an effective and flexible technique for managing the data storage technology in the secure way. Data 

stored and retrieved in such a way may not be fully trustworthy so here concept of TPA(Third Party Auditor) is 

used. TPA makes task of client easy by verifying integrity of data stored on behalf of client. In cloud, there is support 

for data dynamics means clients can insert, delete or can update data so there should be security mechanism which 

ensure integrity for the same. Here TPA can not only see the data but he can access data or can modify also so there 

should be some security mechanism against this.. The main objectives of the second method are, 1)To prevent Data 

access from unauthorized access, it propose a distributed scheme to provide security of the data in cloud .This could 

be achieved by using homomorphism token with distributed verification of erasure-coded data. 2) Proposed scheme 

perfectly stores the data and identifies the any tamper at the cloud server.3) And also performs someof the tasks like 

data updating, deleting, appending. This paper also provides a process to avoid Collusion attacks ofserver 

modification by unauthorized users. The proposed techniques is been implementation and results are shown. 
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